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altimys new and most powerful feature is the ability to snap your components and traces to your settings in any layers. some
components can be snapped to both a rectangular or square grid. the grid configuration panel has several settings that you can use

to switch between the different grid options. for instance, you can choose to have the rectangular grid snap the centerline as a
baseline, use snap lines for alignment or set a specific snap point in the center of the component. additionally, you can choose to
make the grid snap to an internal or external corner, select an absolute snap point or toggle between an internal and an external
layer to apply it. the file - generate menu option of the file pulldown menu, displays the generate files dialog. here you can set the
settings for each of the files you wish to have created by running the altium designer installer. it is a good idea to go through the

default settings since the user experience, and the change to the default settings, can often be large or small. you have the flexibility
to continue fine-tuning the settings of the files after they have been created. however, if you need to create a large number of files
and want to have these settings quickly and easily set up - then use the default settings. the configuration - preferences menu is an

important area of altium designer where you have the ability to change a number of settings including: layout, component, company,
layout tools, and the user interface. simply use the pulldown field to select a parameter that you would like to change.
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the ability to see your edits
from the past is very

useful. the altium history
panel will show all the
changes that you have

made to your product. it is
a great way to keep a

record of your previous
changes for reference. to

see your changes, just
right click on the product
and select history. when

you are working on a
design project, you may

find that you need to make
multiple changes. when
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you find an issue, you may
want to check if someone
else has seen it. you can

do this by using the altium
explore panel, which is
shown in the following

image. this is a great way
to quickly see if someone

else has had the same
issue. the altium beta
program gives every

altium software user the
opportunity to take an
active involvement in

ensuring the high quality of
altium products. for the

altium beta program to be
successful, we require the
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assistance of people like
you, the experienced users
of our software. members
of this program will be a
limited to a number of
existing users who are

experienced designers or
engineers. as a member of

the beta program you
should have shown a

sound understanding of
our products, and be

prepared to use the beta
software and promptly

report all issues. the altium
designer team has a major
project in the works that

will require a major
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upgrade to the core of the
pcb library. this upgrade is

going to impact our
customers in a variety of

ways including changes in
how we charge for the

software, changes to how
we will communicate with

you and how many
features we are going to
add. the team have also

been working on new
features that we hope will
be useful to you and the

features that you
requested. to keep up to
date with what the team

are doing, please visit the
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altium designer forum.
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